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A B S T R A C T

The aim was to evaluate the performance of point-of-care (POC) tests in detecting glucose and ketone

bodies in postmortem (PM) samples and to assess the usefulness of POC tests in sample screening for

more precise analyses. Glucose and ketone body, b-hydroxybutyrate (BHB), were measured from

vitreous humor (VH) in 52 autopsy cases with a POC blood glucose monitoring device (BGMD). In

addition glucose and ketone bodies, acetone (Ac) and acetoacetate (AcAc), were measured from urine

samples in another set of 59 cases with semi-quantitative stick tests. The results were compared to the

concentration in VH measured with validated methods (values � 7 mmol/l indicate possible

hyperglycemia and total ketone body levels � 3 mmol/l ketoacidosis). The sensitivity for glucose with

the BGMD was 1.0 and specificity 0.94 when the threshold value for the meter to predict elevated glucose

was set to � 10 mmol/l. The correlation between the BGMD and the validated method was strong

(R2 = 0.89). For detecting ketoacidosis, the BGMD had a sensitivity of 1.0 and specificity of 0.73, when the

threshold value was set to 2.5 mmol/l. The urine stick test presented a sensitivity of 0.89 and specificity

of 0.90 for detecting elevated VH glucose concentration. The sensitivity and specificity for the stick test to

detect cases with possible ketoacidosis were 0.84 and 0.68, respectively. According to the results, BGMD

can be reliably applied for sample screening, although more samples need to be analyzed for delineating

the correct threshold values. In the case of glucose, the urine stick tests could be indicative in detecting

cases with VH glucose � 10 mmol/l. For predicting possible ketoacidosis with elevated VH total ketone

bodies, the stick test is not reliable as the test presented both false-positive and -negative results.

� 2016 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) and hyperosmolar hyperglycemia
(HHS) are acute, life-threatening metabolic complications caused
by poorly or untreated diabetes (DM). In both conditions, blood
glucose levels are elevated as a result of lack of insulin or impaired
effects of it. In DKA concomitant enhanced release of counter
regulatory hormones (glucagon, catecholamines, cortisol and
growth hormone) leads to lipolysis and to the production of
ketone bodies acetone (Ac), acetoacetate (AcAc) and b-hydro-
xybutyrate (BHB) followed by acidosis [1,2].

Self-monitoring of diabetes is recommended as part of
routine care for all diabetic patients to assess their glycemic
control [3]. Traditional home tests include e.g. semi-quantitative
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stick tests for the detection of glucose and ketone bodies in urine
or blood. The ketone testing is based on the Legaĺs reaction in
which Ac and AcAc in the sample react in the presence of alkali
with nitroprusside (nitroferricyanide) and glycine to produce a
colored reaction on a test strip [4], while glucose can be detected
in a glucose specific oxidase-peroxidase based reaction [5].
Urine results are proportional to blood levels, but the results are
affected e.g. by fluid intake and urine concentration. The results
do not reflect the situation at the time of the measurement
because the urine could have been in the bladder for many hours
[6].

Blood testing with electrochemical monitoring devices, in
which the reaction between the measured analyte and the
chemicals on the test strip produces an electric current with
varying intensities depending on the amount of the analyte in the
sample, provide more accurate results [6–8]. For the evaluation of
possible ketoacidosis, the electrochemical devices have an impor-
tant improvement compared to the stick tests, as they detect BHB,
the main ketone body in ketoacidosis [9].
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Table 1
The correspondence between glucose urine stick test results and glucose

concentration measured from VH.

Urine glucose

mmol/l

VH glucose

<7 mmol/l

VH glucose

� 7 mmol/l

Sensitivity Specificity

Negative 45 1 0.89 0.90

5.6 2 0

14 1 0

28 0 0

56 1 2

111 0 1

167 0 3

278 1 2

(n = 50) (n = 9)
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Ketone bodies and glucose can be measured postmortem (PM)
in combination with other biochemical markers (e.g. glycated
hemoglobin, HbA1c) to assess antemortem (AM) hyperglycemia
and ketoacidosis. These conditions may not be easily detected by
other methods in the autopsy [10,11]. Vitreous humor (VH) is often
preferred as a sample material over blood as it is less affected by
putrefaction and biochemical PM changes e.g. glycolysis [12] and
the concentrations correlate with blood levels [13,14]. The VH
glucose concentration is considered to be elevated when it exceeds
6.9–10 mmol/l (the threshold depending on the study) [11,15,16].
For indicating diabetic ketoacidosis PM, the most relevant markers
along VH glucose are ketone bodies and HbA1c [11,15]. The
analyses performed are generally highly accurate and somewhat
costly as they involve sophisticated methods like gas chromatog-
raphy. In this study, we wanted to evaluate the performance of
different point-of-care (POC) tests to simplify the detection
of glucose and ketone bodies in PM samples. Urine concentrations
of glucose, Ac and AcAc, were evaluated with stick test. Glucose
and BHB in VH were measured with POC blood glucose
electrochemical monitoring system. The ultimate aim of our study
was to assess the usefulness of POC tests in pre-screening the
samples for more precise, but costly laboratory analyses.

2. MATERIALand methods

2.1. Forensic autopsy samples

To evaluate the performance of urine stick tests to semi-
quantitate urinary glucose and Ac/AcAc in PM samples urine was
collected from 59 cases. VH samples were attained from another
set of 52 autopsies to test the performance of the BGMD in
quantitation of glucose and BHB. The results were compared to the
results attained by analyzing VH with validated methods.
The study was approved by the National Institute of Health
and Welfare and Helsinki University Central Hospital Ethical
Committee.

2.2. Evaluation of urine glucose and Ac/AcAc

Urine specimens were collected in a tube without preservative
in the autopsy. The test strip (Keto-Diabur-Test 5000, Roche) was
briefly immersed in the urine. Reading range for glucose was from
5.6–278 mmol/l. For Ac/AcAc (+) 0.5–4 mmol/l referred slightly
increased (++) 4–10 mmol/l increased and (++ + ) >10 mmol/l
highly increased concentration. The readings were observed after
2 min according to manufacturer’s recommendation.

2.3. Glucose and BHB measurements from VH with BGMD

Glucose and BHB concentrations in VH were measured with
FreeStyle Precision Neo blood glucose monitoring system (Abbott,
Diabetes Care Ltd, UK) using Freestyle Precision blood glucose and
b-ketone test strips. For both measurements, 60 ml of vitreous
humor sample was centrifuged at 5000 � g for 5 min. The sample
amount used was �3 ml of supernatant. The measurements were
performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The
measuring range for glucose was 1.1–27.8 mmol/l and for BHB
0–8 mmol/l.

2.4. Glucose and total ketone body measurements from VH with

validated methods

Reference levels for glucose were measured from perchloric
acid (PCA) precipitated VH samples with validated enzymatic
hexokinase/glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase method as pre-
viously described [17]. In brief, glucose in the sample is
phosphorylated to glucose-6- phosphate (G6P) by hexokinase.
G6P is then oxidized with concurrent reduction of cofactor NADP to
NADPH. The amount of NADPH is detected as a change of
absorption with 340 nm wavelength and it is directly proportional
to the amount of glucose in the sample. Values � 7 mmol/l were
considered to be elevated.

Reference levels for total ketone bodies were measured with
analytical total ketone body method, described by Felby & Nielsen
[18]. BHB is first enzymatically converted to AcAc, which is
decarboxylated to Ac by heating. The Ac is subsequently measured
with headspace gas-chromatography (HS-GC). The HS-GC system
used was PerkinElmer TurboMatrix-HS connected to a PerkinElmer
Clarus 500 GC with flame ionization detector (FID) (PerkinElmer
Inc., USA). Values � 3 mmol/l are considered to indicate
ketoacidosis.

3. Results

3.1. Urine analysis

The correspondence between glucose urine stick test results
and glucose concentration measured from VH are presented in
Table 1. The sensitivity for the stick test to detect cases with
elevated� 7 mmol/l VH glucose levels was 0.89 and the specificity
0.90 when the threshold value was set to negative versus any
positive results. As for the stick test detecting cases with elevated�
3 mmol/l VH total ketone bodies, the sensitivity was 0.84 and the
specificity 0.68 (Table 2).

3.2. Glucose concentrations in VH measured with BGMD compared to

the validated method

The results of sensitivity and specificity of the BGMD for
predicting elevated VH glucose (� 7 mmol/l) are presented in
Table 3. With the threshold value of� 7 mmol/l, the sensitivity and
specificity for the BGMD were 1.0 and 0.69, respectively. By
increasing the threshold value to � 10 mmol/l, the specificity was
0.94 and the sensitivity 1.0. The correlation between the VH
glucose levels measured with the BGMD and the validated method
was strong, R2 = 0.89 (n = 46) (Fig. 1). The results of BGMD were
significantly higher when compared to validated method:
10.8 mmol/l vs. 7.5 mmol/l (p = 0.03).

The agreement of the methods was compared by using the
Bland–Altman plot. The results were ln transformed before the
analysis as the variance increases with increasing concentration
[19]. The difference between the glucose concentrations attained
with the two methods and the 95% limits of agreement are
represented in Fig. 2. The dashed line shows the level with perfect
agreement, visualizing the higher results attained with the BGMD
compared to the validated reference method. The 95% limits of



Table 2
The correspondence between Ac/AcAc stick test results and total ketone bodies

measured from VH.

Urine acetone

acetoacetate

Total ketone

bodies

VH<3 mmol/l

Total ketone

bodies

VH � 3 mmol/l

Sensitivity Specificity

Negative 27 3 0.84 0.68

(1 mmol/l) + 13 11

(5 mmol/l) ++ 0 3

(15 mmol/l) +++ 0 2

n = 40 n = 19

Table 3
Sensitivity and specificity for the POC-test to measure glucose concentration in VH.

POC-method,

glucose mmol/l

Reference

method,

glucose

<7 mmol/l

Reference

method,

glucose

� 7 mmol/l

Sensitivity Specificity

< 7 22 0 1.0 0.69

� 7 10 19

< 10 30 0 1.0 0.94

� 10 2 19

n = 32 n = 19
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agreement are wide apart, with the upper limit of 0.6 and the lower
limit 1.6, indicating a great variation between the differences and
proving that the reference method cannot be directly replaced with
the BGMD. For primary screening it is critical to recognize cases
with elevated (� 7 mmol/l) VH glucose levels. As the mean
difference between the methods calculated from the results before
ln transformation is ��3.3 mmol/l, the cut-off value of 10 mmol/l
for predicting elevated VH glucose values, proposed already by the
sensitivity results, is supported by the Bland–Altman analysis.
[(Fig._1)TD$FIG]

Fig. 1. Correlation of glucose concentration (mmol/l) in VH
3.3. BHB concentrations in VH measured with BGMD compared to the

validated method

Table 4 presents the sensitivity and specificity for the BGMD in
detecting elevated total ketone bodies in VH (� 3 mmol/l). The
sensitivity for BGMD was 1.0 even with different threshold values
1.5 or 2.5 mmol/l. The specificity was at least 0.50 but improved to
0.73 when threshold value was set to 2.5 mmol/l.

4. Discussion

4.1. Urine sticks

Testing of glucose and ketone bodies in urine is based on the
assumption that the urine concentrations roughly correlate with
the level in blood. However, the tests present several problems that
have to be considered when evaluating the results. In the case of
urine glucose testing, the test is impaired by the wide individual
variation in renal glucose barrier (approximately 10 mmol/l). This
threshold value might even increase after a long term DM. Hence,
the test result does not give information about the blood
concentration below the renal glucose barrier and a negative
urine glucose result does not distinguish e.g. mild or moderate
hyperglycemia [6]. In forensic setting, high urine glucose levels can
be indicative of diabetic coma. But as urine glucose level only
weakly correlates with VH glucose concentrations, low levels of
glucose in urine does not exclude high vitreous glucose concen-
trations [10].

In this study, the urine stick test presented a good sensitivity of
0.89 for the estimation of increased VH glucose values. However,
there were only few cases in the group with elevated vitreous
glucose concentration (n = 9). The single false negative urine result
presented slightly elevated 7.4 mmol/l glucose concentration in
VH. In all of the cases with positive urine- and elevated VH result,
the VH glucose level exceeded 10 mmol/l (11.6–25.5 mmol/l).
Since VH glucose concentrations have been shown to be
measured with the POC and reference method (n = 46).
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Fig. 2. Glucose difference between the reference method and BGMD, ln transformed data.

Table 4
Sensitivity and specificity for the POC-test to measure b-hydroxybutyrate in VH.

b-hydroxybutyrate

mmol/l

Total ketone

bodies

normal

<3 mmol/l

Total

ketone

bodies

increased

� 3 mmol/l

Sensitivity Specificity

< 1.5 13 0 1.0 0.50

� 1.5 13 26

< 2.5 19 0 1.0 0.73

� 2.5 7 26

n= 26 n = 26
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approximately half of the concentration in blood [20], the
10 mmol/l would roughly correspond to 20 mmol/l in blood,
clearly exceeding any renal barrier threshold. The reliability of the
stick test is challenged by the false positive results making the test
unspecific.

The major pitfall for testing ketone bodies with stick test is that
the test detects only Ac and AcAc and, not BHB. In ketoacidosis,
BHB is the main ketone body as the ratio between BHB and AcAc,
being normally �1:1, shifts strongly toward BHB [4]. In PM
diagnosis of ketoacidosis, AcAc is considered to the have less of an
analytical value [15] due to its spontaneous decarboxylation to Ac.
Ac itself is a neutral substance and does not contribute to acidosis.
It is usually abnormally high in DKA [4] but low or absent levels of
Ac do not exclude pathologically significant BHB concentrations
[21]. Ac is thought to be indicative mainly of a sustained severe
ketoacidosis [22] with extremely elevated total ketone body
concentrations [23]. The stick tests detecting only Ac and AcAc are
not sufficient to be used for primary screening of ketoacidosis, as
milder cases would not be recognized. In this study, the stick test
showed both false -positive and -negative results when compared
to the HS-GC results from VH, indicating that the test is not reliable
for PM sample screening.
The sensitivity and specificity of urine stick tests to be used for
the detection of hyperglycemia and ketosis postmortem has
previously been studied by Mitchell et al. [24]. In a sample set of
188 forensic autopsy cases their results on urine glucose stick test
were somewhat concurrent with ours with a sensitivity of 0.83 and
specificity of 0.93. As for the detection of ketone bodies in urine,
the results between the studies differed. A sensitivity attained by
Mitchell et al. was 1.0 while the specificity was as low as 0.12 (our
results, sensitivity was 0.84 and specificity 0.68.) A reason for these
differences can arise from the interpretation. As Mitchell et al., also
we noticed that it is sometimes difficult to precisely define the
shade of the color in the stick test when comparing it to the
measurement scale. In both studies, this problem was emphasized
particularly when the sample urine was of dark color. Additionally,
small number of positive results is naturally a limitation of the
studies.

4.2. Blood glucose monitoring device

For acquiring more accurate results, electrochemical measure-
ment from capillary blood is recommended clinically for both
glucose and ketone body determinations [6–8]. In this study, we
tested the suitability of one electrochemical device, Freestyle
Precision blood glucose monitoring meter, to be used for screening
glucose and BHB in PM samples. The results presented that VH can
be used as an alternative sample matrix. The correlation of the
glucose results between the BGMD and the reference method was
strong, R2 = 0.89. The higher results with the BGMD are probably
due to the differences in the sampling process. The samples used in
BGMD measurement were undiluted, as in the reference method
the samples are diluted in a sample precipitation process. The
Bland–Altman analysis revealed a great variation between the
differences despite of the strong correlation, proving that the
reference method cannot be directly replaced with the BGMD.
However as the purpose of this study was to assess the usefulness
of POC tests to be used in primary screening, the tendency of BGMD
to overestimate the glucose concentration should not be a
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problem. According to the Bland–Altman analysis and the
sensitivity/specificity measurement results the threshold value
for the BGMD to detect cases with elevated VH glucose could be set
to 10 mmol/l, which is also a threshold value suggested by others
for PM samples [15,16]. Threshold value of 10 mmol/l gives a
sensitivity of 1.0 and specificity of 0.94. Nevertheless for
delineating the appropriate threshold value, more samples need
to be analyzed.

BGMD measures only BHB, not total ketone bodies, like the
reference HS-GC method. However, as the BHB is the most
important ketone body in ketoacidosis it is reasonable to be
analyzed in preliminary screening of the samples. By increasing the
threshold value to 2.5 mmol/l, a BHB threshold value proposed by
Iten & Meier [9] for fatal ketoacidosis, the sensitivity is 1.0 and the
specificity improves to 0.73.

5. Conclusions

For the sample screening to be useful in PM setting, appropriate
threshold value for such screening method is critical. Good
sensitivity is somewhat more important than specificity, as it
guarantees that samples needing more precise analyses are
detected and sent to further testing. However, poor specificity
fades the idea of screening, due to unacceptable amount of false
positives. The results from this study suggest that POC tests in
general and the studied BGMD in particular, can be promising for
presumptive assay for the PM samples. It is noteworthy, that the
method does not include such cases where the VH glucose
concentration is below the threshold value but HbA1c, indicating
prolonged high glucose exposure, is elevated. The urinary stick test
could possibly be used to detect cases with VH glucose values �
10 mmol/l, but predicting possible ketoacidosis with elevated VH
total ketone bodies, the stick test is not suited according to our
study.
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